
Towables
MGSLLC.COM
(800) 209-1436

Rentals & Leasing



COMMITMENT-FREE

POWER CONFIDENCE
Looking for reliable, turnkey backup power? If your op-ex budget is
tight or you rent your premises, a rental or leased generator from

Managed Generator Services may be your perfect solution.

We’ll install an automatic transfer switch. You decide if you want your
unit wired in, on premises on standby or stored locally ready for on-

demand hookup. Eitherway, we’re here to make sure you're 
ALWAYS ON 

Contact us today to learn more about our rental and leasing programs
for rental generators of all sizes and applications.

(800) 209-1436 info@mgsllc.com



RENTAL

$205

$2999

$450

$1,125

$325Daily Rate

Weekly Rate

Monthly Rate

$725

$1,825

RENTAL

RENTAL

$375

$925

$2,325

Up to 30kw - Rental Pricing

31kW to 60kW - Rental Pricing

$1199

Ideal for emergency and priority
small business needs;
construction projects

Complimentary initial consultation

50ft of cables included

TOWABLES MGSLLC.COM

Tie-in & disconnect fees to be provided
after initial consultation.
Monthly rate is for 4 weeks

Daily Rate

Weekly Rate

Monthly Rate

Complimentary initial consultation

50ft of cables included

61 to 99kW- Rental Pricing
Ideal for commercial and industrial  
use; pharmcuetical use

Complimentary initial consultation

50ft of cables included

Daily Rate

Weekly Rate

Monthly Rate

Ideal as small business standby
generator; emergency and prioerity
services for commercial

Tie-in & disconnect fees to be provided
after initial consultation.
Monthly rate is for 4 weeks

Tie-in & disconnect fees to be provided
after initial consultation.
Monthly rate is for 4 weeks

*Actual unit might differ in appearance

*Actual unit might differ in appearance

*Actual unit might differ in appearance



RENTAL

$425

$1,050

$2,625

$325Daily Rate

Weekly Rate

Monthly Rate

$725

$1,825

RENTAL

100kW  to 149kw - Rental Pricing

150kW to 199kW - Rental Pricing

$1199

Ideal for large commerical,
pharmaceutical or industrial use

Complimentary initial consultation

50ft of cables included

TOWABLES MGSLLC.COM

Daily Rate

Weekly Rate

Monthly Rate

Complimentary initial consultation

50ft of cables included

Ideal for large commerical,
pharmaceutical or industrial use

Rental Rate Specifics
DAILY

8 hours a day
9 to 16 hours a day is 1.5x rate

17+ hours a day is 2x rate

WEEKLY

40 hours a week
41 to 80 hours a week is 1.5x rate

81+ hours a week is 2x rate

Storm Rate

Named storm rate is 2x rate

Rental Protection

10% of rental rate

Tie-in & disconnect fees to be provided
after initial consultation.
Monthly rate is for 4 weeks

Tie-in & disconnect fees to be provided
after initial consultation.
Monthly rate is for 4 weeks

*Actual unit might differ in appearance

*Actual unit might differ in appearance



Store on site or arrange 
for on-demand delivery

Connetion, cables and
maintenance all included

Portables come filled with fuel. 
Refueling services are available

 24/7 service & support provided
by dealer-trained techs

Towable
Leasing

Includes 900 run hours (average of 75 hours a month)
$5.00 per hour for every additional hour
Monthly inspections, troubleshooting and PMs provided every 300
hours included
Any troubleshooting fees are waived; 
Annual lease renews automatically unless terminated by either
party within 30-days of term expiration

TOWABLES MGSLLC.COM

Enjoy the confidence of a standby generator at a
fraction of the cost

Lease a standby generator and enjoy the full support of the Managed
Generator Services team behind you:

Easy to Afford. Easy to Manage. Easy On You.

Magnum MLG20  
20kW

$4,500 Annually
Billed monthly at $375

Available Leasing Options Up To 30kW:

*Actual unit might differ in appearance



TOWABLES MGSLLC.COM

Includes 900 run hours (average of 75 hours a month)
$7.50 per hour for every additional hour
Monthly inspections, troubleshooting and PMs provided every 300
hours included
Any troubleshooting fees are waived; 
Annual lease renews automatically unless terminated by either
party within 30-days of term expiration

Available Leasing Options 31kW to 60kW:

Kohler  
35kW

$5,700 Annually
Billed monthly at $475

Multiquip DCA 70kW
56kW

$5,700 Annually
Billed monthly at $475

Chi Pnuematic CPG70
60kW

$5,700 Annually
Billed monthly at $475

Includes 900 run hours (average of 75 hours a month)
$10.00 per hour for every additional hour
Monthly inspections, troubleshooting and PMs provided every 300
hours included
Any troubleshooting fees are waived; 
Annual lease renews automatically unless terminated by either
party within 30-days of term expiration

Available Leasing Options 61kW to 99kW:

Cummins 80
80kW

$4,500 Annually
Billed monthly at $375

*Actual unit might differ in appearance

*Actual unit might differ in appearance



TOWABLES MGSLLC.COM

Includes 900 run hours (average of 75 hours a month)
$12.50 per hour for every additional hour
Monthly inspections, troubleshooting and PMs provided every 300
hours included
Any troubleshooting fees are waived; 
Annual lease renews automatically unless terminated by either
party within 30-days of term expiration

Available Leasing Options 100kW to 149kW:

Magnum MMG100
100kW

$12,000 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,000

Magnum MMG100
100kW

$12,000 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,000

Atlas Capco G120kW
120kW

$13,200 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,100

Magnum MMG125
125kW

$13,200 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,100

Magnum MMG125
125kW

$13,200 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,100

MQPower DCA125
125kW

$13,200 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,100

*Actual unit might differ in appearance



TOWABLES MGSLLC.COM

Includes 900 run hours (average of 75 hours a month)
$15.00 per hour for every additional hour
Monthly inspections, troubleshooting and PMs provided every 300
hours included
Any troubleshooting fees are waived; 
Annual lease renews automatically unless terminated by either
party within 30-days of term expiration

Available Leasing Options 150kW to 199kW:

Magnum MMG180
180kW

$16,200 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,350

Magnum MMG180
180kW

$16,200 Annually
Billed monthly at $1,350

Leasing Program Specifics
Generators can be stored with MGS and a delivery/pickup fee can be
contracted at the time of lease signing. 
Lease will be offered for one-year, and automatically renewed unless
either party cancels 30 days prior to end of one year term. 
MGS will supply an appropriately sized mounted portable generator
including cables to site. Monthly cost includes monthly inspections to be
completed my MGS to ensure proper functioning. 
During the lease term should any issues arise during the term that requires
MSG to complete troubleshooting, no additional fees will be paid. 
MGS will complete 1 major PM every 300 hours unit is ran which will be
billed to the client. The client must notify MGS of the hours. MGS will note
hours during minor PM visit, however, if 300-hour mark is achieved while
running MGS must be notified. 
The generator starts the lease with full fuel tanks- fueling is the
responsibility of the customer. MGS can provide fuel and refueling, and
this will be billed directly to the customer on a monthly basis. The
generator needs to be returned at end of lease period with full tank.  
Rental protection will be billed at 10% of rental equipment cost. 
Cost for tie-in and disconnect can be provided at time of lease agreement
and billed per tie in and disconnect. 

*Actual unit might differ in appearance



READY TO START ?

Contact Us
Renting or leasing towable generators is
the SMART way to stay power confident

If you're still in the exploration
phase or have more questions,
we’re happy to help

Send any questions you have at:
info@mgsllc.com

Talk to one of our experienced sales team
members today

MGSLLC.COM (800)  209-1436


